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Abstract. Since the manufacturing industry is nowadays facing increasingly 
heterogeneous customer requirements, digital product configurators (DPC) have 
become a popular means for integrating customers into organizational value 
creation. DPC are information systems, which serve as a frontend to the customer 
and enable the individualization of products. The design of such a DPC is time 
consuming, expensive and lacks appropriate models offering guidance for its 
development. The paper at hand addresses these issues by providing a reference 
model (RM) for DPC development. The model has been constructed by means 
of an extensive literature review and was subsequently demonstrated and 
evaluated in a real world scenario. In order to ensure a flexible and individual 
development of company specific DPC the RM includes adaptation mechanisms. 
Therefore, our research provides a first building block to the endeavor of 
facilitating or even automating DPC development. 
Keywords: Reference Model, Product Configurator, Information System 
Modeling, Software Engineering. 
1 Introduction 
Nowadays organizations experience a business environment, where the focus has 
shifted from mass produced goods to individual products tailored to customer needs [1]. 
This trend towards personalization was mainly driven by the development of 
information and production technology [2]. The customer's active involvement in the 
product design serves as an example, whereby so-called digital product configurators 
(DPC) enable user-friendly and fast communication and the collection of customer 
preferences regarding the product customization [3]. Well-known examples are car 
configurators enabling customers to personalize their car by choosing e.g. interior, 
engine types, or color. Although DPC promise many advantages, such as reducing 
process cycle times through automation, decreasing faulty orders, or increasing sales 
[4], they exhibit downsides, too. High development efforts and costs as well as the 
difficult maintainability of DPC have to be emphasized [5, 6]. Especially for small 
organizations, developing and deploying a DPC is challenging and time-consuming. At 
the same time the DPC has a huge impact on their business and becomes a key system 
that centralizes the exchange of product, tender, and customer data [7]. This effect 
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occurs because the DPC supports one of the company's core processes (selling the 
product in combination with customer contact) and thereby requires access to adjacent 
systems such as customer relationship management, enterprise resource planning, or 
product data management systems [8]. In small companies without such information 
systems (IS), parts of these IS must be integrated into the DPC, e.g. to store the product 
specification necessary for the configuration task. This leads to very complex DPC and 
highly individual company requirements towards it. Missing guidelines for a sound 
development of DPC constitute a major challenge often resulting in an ad hoc 
development of these complex IS without conceptual planning and in problems such as 
the entanglement of software layers, e.g. the graphical user interface (GUI) in the 
frontend and the business logic in the backend [6].  
While researchers have addressed many different aspects of DPC development in an 
isolated way such as product knowledge modeling, principles for designing GUI, or 
reasoning algorithms [9] and studies have been conducted examining several hundred 
DPC [10], a consolidation of the results from a variety of research fields such as 
economics, innovation or production research is missing. Therefore, a transformation 
of the acquired knowledge from the different research fields to the IS research as a 
holistic conceptual view for the development of DPC is absent. On the one hand, the 
motivation to build a guidance supporting the DPC software developers lies in the 
importance of DPC in the modern business environment and on the other hand in the 
challenges of their development. To guarantee that this guidance is suitable for as many 
organizations as possible, an artifact representing the best practices for DPC is needed. 
This artifact should be reusable and universally applicable for many cases. Reference 
models (RM) are particularly suitable for such purposes. They support system design 
and development since they streamline the design process and facilitate the 
implementation by providing best practices, recommendations and represent the 
knowledge in a particular field [11].  
Taking the mature research field of DPC into account, the paper at hand aims to 
consolidate prior research findings from the last decades to this novel, overarching 
artifact. The authors develop a RM for DPC as an IS on a conceptual level, based on a 
secondary literature study including prior literature reviews and studies. This approach 
leads to the following research question (RQ): How does a DPC RM need to be built in 
terms of design decisions and scope to make existing knowledge accessible to IS 
scholars and practitioners? To answer this RQ, the remainder of the paper is organized 
as follows: The (1) introduction with the problem definition is followed by the (2) DPC 
foundations, and then the (3) research approach is described. Afterwards, the (4.1) DPC 
characteristics are derived from literature. Using this foundation the RM is (4.2) built, 
(5) applied, and evaluated. The paper ends with the (6) discussion of the findings and 
an (7) concluding section. 
2 Foundations 
Product configuration as a sub-class of configuration in general, constitutes a particular 
type of design activity. The product to be designed is composed of a set of predefined 
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components that can only be combined in a certain set of combinations, which are called 
solution space [12]. In order to address and facilitate this often complex task, IS are 
used, which contain the knowledge about the components and the rules how these can 
be combined [13]. DPC can support quotation, marketing, and rapid manufacturing of 
customized products in various industries from car manufacturers to software 
vendors [9, 13]. The application of DPC in this context has already been discussed in 
academia and practice since the late 1970s [14]. In DPC research, topics ranging from 
system design to the impact of configuration have been discussed [9]. Research on this 
topic, however, often revolved around user or customer interaction. Aspects such as 
complexity perception, customer satisfaction, and user interaction patterns were 
addressed [5] in order to optimize the experience with DPC. Not only the experience or 
fun of configuring products was discussed, but also how DPC as an advisory systems 
can help customers find the right product to meet their needs [8]. In contrast, a study in 
which 500 online business-to-customer DPC were evaluated and categorized by 
features, indicates that they are often still parameter-based, decision-focused, and 
technology-oriented [10]. This leads to the conclusion that the customer experience is 
widely discussed in theory, however not properly addressed in the real world. In 
addition, good and bad practices of development were presented, e.g. a study of 111 
web sales DPC raised questions about the presentation of configuration options, the 
handling of restrictions, and the support of configuration processes [6]. 
A more comprehensive view of DPC is provided in Subsection 4.1, where a 
systematic literature review is carried out to analyze the domain as an integral part of 
reference modeling. The reference modeling itself is described in Section 3 below. 
3 Research Approach  
To design the RM for DPC, the development process according to [15] has been used 
in conjunction with an evaluation framework for RM [16] and the design science 
research approach [17]. In contrast to a (project or enterprise) specific model that would 
describe a specific DPC, a RM for DPC describes this class of IS in an idealized way 
[15]. The method of reference modeling can be divided into two phases: 
(A) construction of the RM and (B) usage of the resulting RM [15]. Both phases are 
each divided into four individual steps. Common construction steps are (A.1) problem 
definition, (A.2) conceptualization, (A.3) evaluation, and (A.4) maintenance of a RM. 
Typical usage steps include (B.1) selection, (B.2) customization, (B.3) integration, and 
(B.4) application of the RM to solve a problem [15]. The paper at hand addresses the 
steps (A.1) to (A.3) and (B.2). For (A.1) a systematic literature review was conducted 
[18, 19] (cf. Subsection 4.1). We have focused on existing research results and DPC 
studies to consolidate the previous extensive research into a secondary study [20]. After 
the DPC characteristics have been derived, the (A.2) conceptualization follows, in 
which adequate views, such as a functional view and the corresponding modeling 
language, are defined (cf. Subsection 4.2). The multiperspectivity constitutes an 
important modeling concept, meaning that the same IS is described from multiple 
viewpoints. In addition to the views, the adaptation mechanisms are developed in the 
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conceptualization step. In general, adaptive RM are models that can be adjusted to a 
particular application and/or condition. Adaptation mechanisms are needed to 
guarantee that the RM is suitable for different situations and to provide a solution to the 
reference modeling dilemma, which states: the more specific a RM addresses an 
organizational problem the more likely the company will choose it, but the more 
specific a RM is the fewer companies are addressed by it [21]. The focus on adaptive 
reference modeling in the paper at hand is justified by the wide range of DPC that need 
to be accommodated (cf. Subsection 4.1). There are two kinds of adaptive RM: the 
configurative and the generic adaptive RM [21]. Configurative models contain rules on 
how the model is to be adjusted to a specific situation via configuration parameters, 
hereby they are mostly easier to use but harder to construct. Generic adaptable models 
provide a framework but can only be adjusted manually and thereby are easier to 
construct, however require more effort in use [21]. Since the goal of the RM for DPC 
is to reduce development efforts and to imprint obtained knowledge into the RM, we 
have opted for a configurative RM. To guarantee the best possible fit of the generated 
specific model we have additionally included generic adaptation mechanisms and 
thereby keep the possibility of altering the specific model after the model configuration. 
After the construction, the RM has been demonstrated by (B.2) customizing it for a 
real world scenario (cf. Subsection 5.1). The final step of reference modeling presented 
in this paper encompasses the (A.3) evaluation (cf. Subsection 5.2). On the one hand, 
for the analytical part we have used the Guidelines of Modeling (GoM) [22] and on the 
other hand, for the empirical part, we have conducted expert interviews. In the second 
round of the empirical evaluation, the RM has been used in an organizational setting in 
the ongoing research project PROFUND to build and deploy a cross-organizational 
DPC for companies without pre-existing DPC. 
4 Construction of the RM 
In this section, the paper at hand addresses the first two steps of the construction phase 
of reference modeling. The following literature review defines the problem and 
analyzes the domain of the RM. By deriving the DPC characteristics, it builds the 
foundation for the conceptualization in Subsection 4.2. During the conceptualization, 
the views and adaptation mechanisms are built. 
4.1 Deriving the DPC Characteristics from Literature 
Although some reviews and studies partly focus on DPC as an IS from a design and 
development perspective, to our best knowledge the holistic conceptual view for the 
development of DPC is neglected. Our secondary literature study based on [18, 19] 
aims to fill this gap. It includes prior literature reviews and studies describing an 
extensive amount of DPC in order to gain a comprehensive overview (cf. Table 1 for a 
fact sheet) and addresses the questions of how the DPC is described as an IS, which 
perspectives exist, and which overall picture emerges. Through the analysis of the 
papers we have developed ten different concepts in several rounds by axial coding, in 
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order to summarize and aggregate the DPC characteristics. The morphological box is 
used in accordance with the general morphological analysis [23] to break down the 
complex properties of DPC into individual concepts and aspects. This creates a clear 
structure and a solution space that is easy to interpret. The disadvantage of the 
morphological box for this review - that common or valid combinations of aspects are 
not recognizable - is disregarded in favor of concept centricity and easy readability of 
the results. The percentages for each aspect in the morphological box indicate in how 
many documents of the literature corpus the specific aspect has been described as 
shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Morphological Box with DPC Characteristics 
 
Existing literature addresses various (1) purposes of DPC ranging from product 
development over sales and customer preference formation to data collection and 
analysis [8, 24]. The most discussed purpose is product configuration with the intention 
of selling the product afterwards. The (2) product type a DPC is used for can be 
tangible, like cars or intangible, like software [8]. The (3) addressee of a DPC ranges 
from engineer or salesman to customer, including companies as a customer or 
end customers. To simplify the fact of user group variation, the different users were 
divided into two groups: external, which means customers or the public, and internal 
representing employees. DPC for tangible products and those which are used externally 
are examined most frequently, respectively. The focus of customer integration by DPC 
lies on Made-to-Order (MTO) and Assemble-to-Order (ATO), but the entire spectrum 
from Engineer-to-Order (ETO) to Match-to-Order (MCHTO) or Locate-to-Order 
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(LTO) [25] is represented [26–28], as shown in the (4) production concept. The 
different production concepts relate to the grade of the customizability of the product 
ranging from pure customization (ETO) to mass production (MCHTO/LTO). The 
(5) type of configuration describes, how the product can be altered, e.g. by changing 
parameters or components or by stating a requirement which presets the parameters and 
components needed to satisfy this requirement [29]. As our literature corpus indicates, 
the configuration via parameters and components is by far the most common way to 
realize product customization with DPC. Many (6) standard and (7) support functions 
of a DPC, e.g. updating the product visualization or automatic validation [30] could be 
identified. Some functions such as active input, which means the act of entering, e.g. a 
configuration parameter, are almost always mentioned but others such as (listening to 
product) sounds are rarely mentioned. To realize the different customization 
approaches and to guide the user through the configuration task, DPC need to include 
the configuration rules and algorithms, which can be multi-tiered and complex [29, 31]. 
This is addressed by (8) knowledge representation and reasoning for DPC, which 
typically distinguishes the three categories: rule-based, case-based, and model based. 
Each approach represents the knowledge in different ways, either by if-then-rules or by 
case similarity or by using constraints [8]. In addition, various (9) data models and (10) 
system designs have been discussed in literature, e.g. the distinction of user frontends 
and technician frontends with their respective corresponding logic [32]. It is notable 
that researchers discuss the system design concepts less distinctively, which forms a 
strong contrast in regards to the intensively discussed distinct functions of DPC.  
All in all, DPC is an umbrella term encompassing wildly different IS, which only 
have in common that they are used for product configuration tasks in a broad variety of 
domains. Due to this, the (cost-) efficient development of DPC remains a challenge, as 
there is no standard procedure to guide such development. No single perfect DPC 
design is available because of the variety concerning: the industries they are used in, 
the products they can be used for, the customer integration point they can be used at, 
the customization approach they can realize, and even the user they can address. This 
leads to the conclusion that the RM needs to be specific enough for software developers 
to guide the development of a specific DPC but at the same time generic enough to be 
applicable for ETO, MTO, or MCHTO settings in different industries. Therefore, a 
preferable solution for the aforementioned problem is a configurative RM addressing 
the variety in this class of IS [cf. 21].  
4.2 Building the Views 
The Approach. Based on the findings from the literature review the requirements for 
the RM for DPC were derived and led to some major design decisions. The views of 
the RM could be determined, since from a development perspective on the results, there 
is a clear emphasis on DPC functions, architecture, and data models with a strong focus 
on functionality. Accordingly, the RM needs at least two different views to represent 
the different DPC aspects: a functional view describing user interaction with the DPC 
and an architectural view describing the system architecture including the data models 
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in the backend. The literature review indicates that the RM must be adaptable in order 
to cover the broad field of DPC applications. Figure 1 illustrates how the morphological 
box was used to build the foundation of the RM. There are three different sections the 
concepts can be divided into. The first five concepts build the setting options for the 
modeler represented by a choice board. The standard and support functions can be 
converted to a functional view and the last three concepts can be converted to an 
architectural view. The resulting three artifact types are interconnected via RM 
configuration rules. The components of the artifact are described in detail below. 
 
Figure 1. Derivation of the RM Components 
Choice Board. What is here called a choice board, is again a morphological box. It is 
well suited to show configuration dimensions (concepts) of the RM as well as selection 
options (aspects) in the dimensions. This is a common representation of the 
multidimensional solution space that illustrates the multitude of variations of RM [33]. 
There are six questions asked representing the dimensions on the left side of the choice 
board such as: “Which purpose will the configurator have?”. On the other side, there 
are predefined answers as selection options like: “Product development” or “Product 
configuration & sales” (cf. Table 2 in Subsection 5.1). Two kinds of rules were defined 
in the RM construction. The first one describes the effects of the choice board selections 
on the two views (cf. rules below) and the second one describes valid combinations in 
the choice board. It is possible to configure over 270 different versions of the model. 
An example of a rule is: IF product development THEN NOT Match-to-Order AS 
production concept. It is suggested to use the choice board by answering the questions 
in a top-down order, which makes it easier to use. 
Functional View and Architectural View. Once the views were identified, we chose 
adequate modeling languages. In our context, we apply the unified modeling 
language (UML) Use Case diagram to build the functional view due to two reasons: 
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First, UML is commonly used in this specific context (describing DPC) and therefore 
already used in this domain and second, UML is widely accepted and a well-known 
standard in the field of software engineering [31, 34]. The application of an established 
modeling standard leads to RM, which are easier to use and avoids starting barriers. 
Applying a use case diagram has multiple advantages. First, it is possible to build 
hierarchies of DPC functions like “View product information” as a generalization of 
“View pictures”, “Read description”, and so on. Second, the actors included in this 
diagram type are representing the different DPC users showing the typical interaction 
with the DPC. During the design process the frequency of mentioning the function in 
the literature review was taken into account, resulting in mandatory DPC functions in 
the RM. The full version of the diagram is shown in Figure 2 in Section 5.  
For the architectural view an architecture diagram also based on UML was chosen, 
taking the principle of systematic design into account. This modeling principle demands 
the inter-model consistency between different views [22]. The condition is fulfilled by 
using a specified modeling standard such as UML for both views. The architectural 
view is based on the common three-layer architecture with GUI, application layer, and 
persistence layer. The view contains components, data elements, and their relations 
corresponding to the functional view. Both views are linked by a set of rules, so that a 
selection in the choice board results in changes in both views. 
Adaptation Mechanisms and Rules. After determining the representation (modeling 
language) and the model elements for the views (functions and architectural 
components), the adaptation mechanisms for the RM were defined. By analyzing the 
literature, it became clear that dependencies between the DPC functions as well as the 
architecture and the application field of DPC exist. The RM constitutes a logical 
representation of these dependencies and therefore becomes a configurator for the DPC 
as an IS on a conceptual level. The rules for the RM were fully elaborated, resulting in 
over 100 rules for the configuration and about 40 rules for the generic adaptation. The 
software developer configures the model by using the choice board. In the first step (the 
configuration) both views are generated and in the second step (the generic adaptation) 
individual components are modified if necessary. The result is the recommended 
functional and architectural scope for a specific DPC. An example of two configuration 
rules combined is as follows: IF product configuration & sales AS purpose of DPC 
THEN calculate price information AS function AND price calculation service AS 
architectural component. Several rules have been defined for each selection option in 
the choice board. That is, when a selection is made in the choice board, a corresponding 
set of functions and components is added to the diagrams. In the case that the software 
developer does not agree with these recommendations, he/she can use the configured 
model as a starting point and delete or add elements in the model using the generic 
adaptation rules. Removing, e.g. the price function triggers the generic adaptation rule: 
IF REMOVE calculate price information AS function THEN REMOVE price 
calculation service AS architectural component, vice versa. Adding functions and 
components is limited to the maximum scope of the RM, which is shown in the 
following section. The demonstration will point out how this RM can be used for a real 
world scenario. 
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5 Usage and Evaluation of the RM 
In this section, we address the second step of the usage phase and the third step of the 
construction phase of reference modeling. To perform the customization step of 
reference modeling, both adaptation variants including the configuration and generic 
adaptation mechanisms were demonstrated in Subsection 5.1. After this demonstration 
of the usage, the analytical evaluation to assess the quality and expressiveness of the 
RM diagrams and the empirical evaluation to assess the suitability and applicability of 
the RM in real world cases follows in Subsection 5.2. 
5.1 Using the RM for DPC 
The procedure to use this DPC RM is as follows: First, the DPC developer gathers the 
initial requirements, second, the DPC developer fills in the choice board with these 
requirements, third, the RM generates a recommended solution diagram, fourth, the 
DPC developer uses the generic adaptation to get a better fit of the solution, and finally 
fifth, the DPC developer uses the specific model to develop a DPC.  
For the demonstration and the subsequent evaluation a software development 
company specialized in DPC development was involved. They described a real case of 
a prior DPC they had developed for an Austrian manufacturer of customizable front 
doors. The manufacturer wanted to be able to support its own sales and trading partners 
in the preparation of quotations. The DPC development company used our choice board 
to specify the requirements of the manufacturer. To avoid any bias, the developers did 
not know the rules and logic behind the RM. In Table 2, the selected configuration is 
shown in the choice board. 
Table 2. Choice Board 
Dimension / Question Answer 
Which purpose will the configurator have? Product development Product configuration & sales 
Who will use the configurator? External (customer) Internal (employee) 
Which are additional pursued objectives? Customer preference formation Data collection & data analysis 
Which production concept is pursued? ETO MTO / ATO MCHTO / LTO 
What type of configuration is needed? Parameter / component Requirement CAD 
How will the system be integrated? Stand-alone Data exchange System integration 
 
The use case diagram shown in Figure 2 includes the maximum scope of functions 
in the RM, even though not all functions are included in the solution for the 
manufacturer. This is done for illustration purposes, the legend explains which 
functions are included and why.  
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 Figure 2. Demonstration of the Functional View 
The four symbols on the left side of the legend describe the highlighting of the 
function explaining the recommendations of the RM after the configuration. The two 
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symbols on the right illustrate the highlighting of the functions, which are added or 
removed during the general adaptation. 
After the model configuration we presented the result to the DPC development 
company. The developer then had the chance to perform the generic adaptation step to 
have a closer match to the real DPC of the manufacturer. It is recognizable in Figure 2 
that, besides a few other functions, those concerning community integration have been 
removed whereas the function “request offer” and the employee-actor have been added 
by the DPC development company. As mentioned before, the architectural view is 
interconnected with the functional view. Its components correspond with the functions. 
However, this diagram is not included in this section. Nevertheless, the whole 
demonstration including both views was performed with the DPC development 
company and was used for the evaluation afterwards. 
5.2 Evaluating the RM for DPC 
Analytical Evaluation. For the analytical evaluation, the GoM were used to assess the 
quality and expressiveness of the RM diagrams. The GoM consist of six principles: (1) 
construction adequacy, (2) language adequacy, (3) economic efficiency, (4) clarity, (5) 
systematic design, and (6) comparability [22]. The conclusions of the assessment were 
the following. (1) and (3) are completely fulfilled, since: first, the problem definition 
has proven that a RM is a suitable way to address the situation, second, the two views 
(functional and architectural) are a well-accepted way to describe IS, third, the RM does 
not include unnecessary content, and fourth, it is considered as economically efficient 
to build a RM to address a cross-industry problem. The assessment of the latter is based 
on the fact that in the empirical evaluation the development company estimated an 
acceleration of DPC development using the RM, which could also be confirmed in the 
research project PROFUND. Also (4) and (6) were classified as fully satisfied, since 
UML and UML-related modeling languages were used. However (2) and (5) were rated 
as partially satisfied, due to the semiformal language and the slightly altered diagram 
types, although a meta model integration for both views was carried out (though not 
included in this paper) to guarantee a systematic design. 
Empirical Evaluation. At first, the usage perspective was evaluated with the question 
how suitable the choice board is and whether it is sufficient for the elicitation of 
requirements in the first stage of DPC development. This was realized by conducting 
an expert interview with a developer and a requirements engineer in the DPC 
development company mentioned above. The experts have considered the approach as 
promising and suitable, but a refinement of the questions and answers is desirable in 
order to obtain a higher degree of detail in the initial requirements engineering phase. 
They also identified three major shortcomings of the choice board: First, the external 
use of the DPC is not divided into the categories of business-to-business and business-
to-customer, which can have implications for the frontend design or user handling. 
Second, the dimension / question for the addressed customization approaches is missing 
(fit, style, etc.), and third, the rules in the choice board were too strict. While the rule-
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loosening was realized during development process iterations, the other issues need to 
be addressed by a broader approach in the RM including, e.g. design suggestions for 
the frontend or the user handling, e.g. a user login in case of a business-to-business 
DPC. 
At second, the result after using the RM in a real world scenario was assessed. Since 
the RM was applied to configure a specific model for an already implemented DPC, 
the resulting model could be compared with the functionality and the architecture of 
the real system backend of the Austrian front door manufacturer. The comparison was 
carried out by one of the developers and not by us. The feedback exhibited that a 
function in the functional view and respectively a component in the architectural view 
concerning "requesting offers" were missing. As it can be seen in Figure 2, the missing 
parts were added in the prior RM refinements and are already included in the paper at 
hand.  
At third, the RM was used in the research project PROFUND. The RM was used to 
accelerate the requirements engineering and the conceptual design of the information 
technology landscape in the project including a DPC. This led to a prompt conceptual 
model of the DPC, which was generated by the RM and was used as a foundation for 
discussion. However, the usage has also shown that it is not facilitating the solution 
space development and knowledge representation of DPC so far. The usage of the RM 
in this context will lead to a broader evaluation concentrating on distributed 
configuration in value chains in an ETO environment and including the whole process 
of software development. Feedback rounds with to the suggested functionality of the 
DPC showed that searching for parts, configuring as well as saving the configuration 
related to the customer data were seen as the most important functionalities, whereby 
generating offers or sending messages to the customer were deemed irrelevant by the 
textile companies. The first prototype of the DPC based on the RM has been developed 
and first feedback indicates that the prototype constitutes a promising approach.  
6 Discussion  
This paper presents a RM for DPC, which consolidates prior research findings and 
integrates them into the views, the choice board, as well as the rules and thus forms a 
novel overarching artifact. The recommendations included in the RM are derived from 
a comprehensive sample of individual cases and therefore offer general validity. We 
addressed the missing holistic approach by consolidating prior research viewpoints on 
DPC such as functionality, architecture, usage, and point of customer integration. While 
studies like [10] examine a specific type of DPC in a comprehensive way, this paper 
specifically targets the wide range of DPC to identify the underlying structure and 
mechanisms of this IS type. Thereby, the presented approach of reference modeling is 
an example on how to deduce specific features of a RM via a systematic literature 
review in a mature research field, instead of abstracting from specific models in an 
inductive way [35]. 
The evaluation results indicate that the RM is able to accommodate real world 
requirements successfully and that the RM is applicable across different industries, such 
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as the discrete manufacturing industry (e.g. front doors) as well as the process industry 
(e.g. technical textiles). The application of the RM in a software development project 
for small and medium sized enterprises in the textile industry has confirmed the 
potential benefits of the RM, but has also revealed its limitations. The current RM only 
allows manual deriving of a specific model. Instead, the model could be automatically 
generated by a software tool with the option to analyze the usage of the RM for 
subsequent optimization. In addition, the current RM provides abstract 
recommendations and no specific support for the actual design and implementation. 
Further development could break the RM down to more specific models in order to 
support the development efforts not only in the initial stages, but also in the subsequent 
development stages. This purpose could be achieved by, e.g. refining the modules with 
class diagrams.  
7 Conclusion 
The paper at hand aims to support organizations in the development of DPC. In a first 
step we have deduced the characteristics and functions of DPC by conducting a 
systematic literature review. Considering the wide variety of DPC applications, we 
have made the design decision that the RM must be adaptive to ensure universality but 
also specificity. As shown in the demonstration, the adaptive RM constitutes a tool, 
which can support the development of DPC starting with the requirements engineering 
stage. The RQ on how to build a DPC RM in terms of design decisions and scope to 
encompass existing knowledge was answered successfully. The resulting RM is 
designed to address the problem of high expenses related to the development of DPC, 
since recommendations for the functional scope and the architecture of the DPC are 
provided at a very early stage in the development process.  
 In summary, our research contributes to the knowledge base by applying reference 
modeling to the field of DPC by making knowledge from research and practice 
available and thereby usable for developers. Thus, it provides a first building block to 
the endeavor of facilitating DPC development. 
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